Total Calls for Service

1-911 Hang Up
1-Alarm-Business (False)
1-Alarm-Fire (False)
3-Alarm-Residential (False)
1-Animal Call-Dog
4-Assist other Agency
1-Assist the Public
1-EMS Call
1-Open Door
1-Theft of a Vehicle
1-Wanted Person

Calls of Interest
Offense: Wanted Person
Date: 07.05.15
Time: 2324 hours
Location: 13800 blk San Pedro
An officer stopped a vehicle for a traffic violation that almost resulted in a collision. Upon
obtaining the driver's license, a check was conducted which revealed the driver had 6 outstanding
municipal warrants issued from the City of San Antonio. The warrants were verified through the
Magistrate's Office. The driver was taken into custody, searched and placed in the back of the
patrol vehicle. The vehicle was released to a friend at the driver’s request. The driver was
booked on the warrants.
Offense: Open Door
Date: 07.07.15
Time: 0145 hours
Location: 300 blk Limestone Creek
An officer observed a garage door open with the interior light on and no vehicle or person(s) in
the area. The officer conducted an exterior check of the area and all appeared to be in order. A
second officer attempted to make contact with the resident but no one came to the door. Officers
were able to close the garage door using the exterior keypad. No further action was taken.
Responding patrols resumed normal service.
Offense: Theft of a Vehicle
Date: 07.08.15
Time: 0911 hours
Location: 15600 blk San Pedro

A car rental manager called to report a stolen vehicle. The manager stated a Ford pickup truck
was stolen from the sales lot overnight. On the surveillance cameras, a male adult (Suspect 1),
wearing a tan ball cap, white "Polo style" shirt with dark vertical stripes and blue jeans pants
enter the parking lot from Paso Del Norte. Suspect 1 walked passed the Ford pickup truck, then
turn around and noticed the vehicle's key in the driver's side front door. Suspect 1 walked
towards the vehicle, removed the key and opened the driver's door. Suspect 1 entered the vehicle
and sat in the driver's seat. It appeared he was looking for items inside the vehicle. Suspect 1
exited the Ford pickup truck and gave the key to another male wearing a white ball cap, black
and gray flannel shirt and black jeans pants (Suspect 2). Suspect 1 walked out of camera view.
Suspect 2 started the engine of the Ford pickup truck and drove out of the parking lot onto Paso
Del Norte, heading towards San Pedro Avenue. The officer observed Suspect 2 enter the parking
lot from San Pedro Avenue. Suspect 2 was observed for approximately 2 seconds before moving
out of camera view. Suspect 1 was observed leaving the parking lot and walking towards the
back of another store near two dumpsters. Suspect 1 stopped for a few seconds then walked out
of camera view. It is believed Suspect 1 entered a vehicle, parked out of camera view, in the
parking lot of Country Village Plaza. Suspect 1 vehicle drove out of the driveway and onto Paso
Del Norte, heading towards San Pedro Avenue. The manager said an employee had put the key
of the Ford pickup in the door so the vehicle could get detailed. The manager said this was not a
common practice. The vehicle was entered into police computers as stolen. This case is under
investigation.

Just a reminder from your Crime Prevention Section
If you would like a home inspection from our Crime Prevention officer, please call City Hall and
ask for Officer Ben Richard to schedule an appointment.
If you need fingerprint cards taken you can have them done at City Hall during normal business
hours.
Please remember the primary way to get a hold of the on duty officer is through the Bexar
County Sheriff’s Office at 210.335.6000.
Chief Morales
Please feel free to forward this e-mail to anyone you feel may be interested. Residents may sign
up for e-mail updates at http://www.hcv.org/emailsubscribe.htm or by clicking the icon at the top
of the main page at http://www.hcv.org. Your e-mail address is kept confidential and is not
shared with anyone.

